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      Reinforced swimming pool membranes

  
      	Top quality for more than 25 years
	Customized for every pool
	15 years water tight warranty
	Approved for both private and public swimming pools
	Physiologically safe - meets the requirements of the European Toy Safety Standard EN 71-3
	Anti-microbial surface
	UV stable, cold resistant
	Tear proof and durable

  
  
  


        

    




    




    
    


    
        





      Pool care...

  
      Inadequate pool care can result in permanent damage to the pool membrane, i.e. formation of folds, discolorations, bleaching, scratches and premature aging.
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  Care instructions (1.1 MiB)










      The following is a list of important pool care tips to help maintain aesthetic appearance:

  
      	check water quality
	pH value
	chlorine level
	water temperature
	water conditioning
	water pollution
	cleaning agent
	cleaning material

  
  
  




        

    






    




    
    
    
        



    
        
            Reinforced swimming pool membranes Classic (SBG 150)        


        



  
      THE PERFECT SOLUTION.

Our swimming pool membranes are used as premium reinforced pool membranes in public swimming pools, resort pool facilities, hotel pools and exclusive private swimming pools.

They are ideally used as a lining material for both fixed indoor and outdoor pool installations. It can be installed in any size or shape pool. The membrane is constructed of only the highest quality material, ensuring tear proof durability that will provide years of enjoyment and long lasting performance. The membrane is resistant to weathering and cold temperatures. In addition, the material has an anti- microbial finish, which makes it resistant to fungi and bacteria.

Our Classic pool membranes are tested in accordance with the rigid guidelines of the German Federal Health Authority (Bundesgesundheitsamt) and comply with all chemical and physical requirements.

Classic pool membranes are well suited for both new construction as well as the renovation of existing pools. Whether the pool is constructed with tile, gunite, metal, plastic or wood, Classic pool membranes can be installed on any solid surface. The membranes are laid on a protective, separating fleece layer, which is then welded together in order to create a seamless, 100% leak proof surface.

Dimensions:

Thickness: 1.50 mm
Width: 1.65 m / 2.00 m
Roll length: 25 m (linear meters) / 8 rolls per pallet
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      Technical data sheets:

  
  
  	[image: ] PDS_ELBE Pool Surface_Classic_2019-07_EN.pdf (196.8 KiB)








  
      *Colors may vary slightly.
For more information please refer to the technical data sheets.

  
  
  


        

    

  




    
        
            Reinforced swimming pool membranes, with special surface-finish SUPRA        


        



  
      THE PERFECT SURFACE.

SUPRA has a premium surface finish that protects the membrane against discoloration and/or stains. Our premium reinforced pool membranes are used in public swimming pools, resort pool facilities, hotel pools and exclusive private swimming pools.

They are ideally used as a lining material for both fixed indoor and outdoor pool installations. It can be installed in any size or shape pool. The membrane is constructed of only the highest quality material, ensuring tear proof durability that will provide years of enjoyment and long lasting performance. The membrane is resistant to weathering and cold temperatures. In addition, the material has an anti- microbial finish, which makes it resistant to fungi and bacteria.

Our SUPRA pool membranes are tested in accordance with the rigid guidelines of the German Federal Health Authority (Bundesgesundheitsamt) and comply with all chemical and physical requirements. SUPRA pool membranes are well suited for both new construction as well as the renovation of existing pools. Whether the pool is constructed with tile, gunite, metal, plastic or wood, SUPRA pool membranes can be installed on any solid surface. The membranes are laid on a protective, separating fleece layer, which is then welded together in order to create a seamless, 100% leak proof surface.

Dimensions:

Thickness: 1.50 mm
Width: 1.65m / 2.00 m
Roll length: 25 m (linear meters) / 8 rolls per pallet
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      Technical data sheet:

  
  
  	[image: ] PDS_ELBE Pool Surface_SUPRA (Unicolor)_2019-07_EN.pdf (197.3 KiB)








  
      *Colors may vary slightly.
For more information please refer to the technical data sheets.

  
  
  


        

    

  




    
        
            Reinforced swimming pool membranes, special surface-finish + printed design SUPRA        


        



  
      THE PERFECT APPEARANCE.

The membranes are both printed and have a surface finish. Our premium reinforced pool membranes SUPRA are used in public swimming pools, resort pool facilities, hotel pools and exclusive private swimming pools.They are ideally used as a lining material for both fixed indoor and outdoor pool installations. It can be installed in any size or shape pool. The membrane is constructed of only the highest quality material, ensuring tear proof durability that will provide years of enjoyment and long lasting performance. The membrane is resistant to weathering and cold temperatures. In addition, the material has an anti- microbial finish, which makes it resistant to fungi and bacteria.

Our SUPRA pool membranes are tested in accordance with the rigid guidelines of the German Federal Health Authority (Bundesgesundheitsamt) and comply with all chemical and physical requirements.

SUPRA pool membranes are well suited for both new construction as well as the renovation of existing pools. Whether the pool is constructed with tile, gunite, metal, plastic or wood, SUPRA pool membranes can be installed on any solid surface. The membranes are laid on a protective, separating fleece layer, which is then welded together in order to create a seamless, 100% leak proof surface.

Dimensions:

Thickness: 1.50 mm
Width: 1.65 m
Roll length: 25 m (linear meters) / 8 rolls per pallet
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      Technical data sheet:
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      *Colors may vary slightly.
For more information please refer to the technical data sheets.

  
  
  


        

    

  




    
        
            Reinforced swimming pool membranes, special surface light effect PEARL        


        



  
      THE PERFECT SHINE.

The membranes are both printed and have a special surface light effect. Our premium reinforced pool membranes PEARL are used in public swimming pools, resort pool facilities, hotel pools and exclusive private swimming pools.They are ideally used as a lining material for both fixed indoor and outdoor pool installations. It can be installed in any size or shape pool. The membrane is constructed of only the highest quality material, ensuring tear proof durability that will provide years of enjoyment and long lasting performance. The membrane is resistant to weathering and cold temperatures. In addition, the material has an anti- microbial finish, which makes it resistant to fungi and bacteria.

Our PEARL pool membranes are tested in accordance with the rigid guidelines of the German Federal Health Authority (Bundesgesundheitsamt) and comply with all chemical and physical requirements.

PEARL pool membranes are well suited for both new construction as well as the renovation of existing pools. Whether the pool is constructed with tile, gunite, metal, plastic or wood, PEARL pool membranes can be installed on any solid surface. The membranes are laid on a protective, separating fleece layer, which is then welded together in order to create a seamless, 100% leak proof surface.

Dimensions:

Thickness: 1.60 mm
Width: 1.65 m
Roll length: 25 m (linear meters) / 8 rolls per pallet
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      Technical data sheet:
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      *Colors may vary slightly.
For more information please refer to the technical data sheets.

  
  
  


        

    

  




    
        
            Antislip Classic Non-Slip (STG 200)        


        



  
      PERFECTLY SAFE.

Antislip membranes prevents slipping or skidding due to its textured surface. Classic Non-Slip pool membrane ensures safe footing on steps, stairs, the baby pool and/or the walk through foot bath.

Our Classic Non-Slip membranes meets the most stringent requirements for slip resistance. The characteristics of application class C are confirmed by certifications to DIN 51097 and DIN EN 13451.

Classic Non-Slip is used as a premium reinforced pool membrane in public swimming pools, resort pool facilities, hotel pools and exclusive private swimming pools.

Dimensions:

Thickness: 2.00 mm
Width: 1.65 m
Roll length: 10 m (linear meters) / 15 rolls per pallet
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      Technical data sheet:
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      *Colors may vary slightly.
For more information please refer to the technical data sheets.

  
  
  


        

    

  



        

    

  





        

    



    

                

            

        

    



    
        
            










      Contact

  
      ELBTAL PLASTICS GmbH & Co. KG
Grenzstr. 9
01640 Coswig
Germany
  
  
  




	 info@elbtal-plastics.de

	 +49 3523 5330-0

	 +49 3523 5330-222
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